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Abstract. In recent decades, Arctic-amplified warming and sea-ice loss coincided8

with a prolonged wintertime Eurasian cooling trend. This observed Warm Arctic-Cold9

Eurasia pattern has often been attributed to sea-ice forced changes in the midlatitude10

atmospheric circulation, implying an anthropogenic cause. However, comprehensive11

climate change simulations do not produce Eurasian cooling, instead suggesting a12

role for unforced atmospheric variability. This study seeks to clarify the source of13

this model-observation discrepancy by developing a statistical approach that enables14

direct comparison of Arctic-midlatitude interactions. In both historical simulations15

and observations, we first identify Ural blocking as the primary causal driver of sea16

ice, temperature, and circulation anomalies consistent with the Warm Arctic-Cold17

Eurasia pattern. Next, we quantify distinct transient responses to this Ural blocking,18

which explain the model-observation discrepancy in historical Eurasian temperature.19

Observed 1988-2012 Eurasian cooling occurs in response to a pronounced positive trend20

in Ural sea-level pressure, temporarily masking long-term midlatitude warming. This21

observed sea-level pressure trend lies beyond the outer edge of simulated variability22

in a fully coupled large ensemble, where smaller sea-level pressure trends have little23

impact on the ensemble mean temperature trend over Eurasia. Accounting for these24

differences bring observed and simulated trends into remarkable agreement. Finally,25

we quantify the influence of sea-ice loss on the magnitude of the observed Ural sea-level26

pressure trend, an effect that is absent in historical simulations. These results illustrate27

that sea-ice loss and tropospheric variability can both play a role in producing Eurasian28

cooling. Furthermore, by conducting a direct model-observation comparison, we reveal29

a key difference in the causal structures characterizing the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia30

Pattern, which will guide ongoing efforts to explain the lack of Eurasian cooling in31

climate change simulations.32

Submitted to: Environ. Res.: Clim.33

1. Introduction34

Arctic sea-ice loss is one of the most dramatic manifestations of global climate change35

in the observational satellite record (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2021), and concurrent36
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Arctic near-surface warming trends have outpaced the global average (Taylor et al.37

2021). Surprisingly, Arctic-amplified warming and sea-ice loss also coincided with a38

multi-decade wintertime cooling trend over midlatitude continents, especially between39

1988-2012 (Cohen et al. 2012; Overland et al. 2015; Outten et al. 2023). While the40

midlatitude cooling trend has abated in recent years (Blackport and Screen 2020),41

strong patterns of co-variability between Arctic sea-ice extent and midlatitude surface42

temperature remain a notable feature of the climate system (Cohen et al. 2021). This43

observed covariance has motivated the search for dynamical mechanisms that link Arctic44

warming and midlatitude cooling, whereby decreases in sea-ice extent drive changes in45

extratropical atmospheric circulation.46

The clearest regional signature of this Arctic-midlatitude linkage involves negative47

sea-ice anomalies in the Barents-Kara Sea and cold surface temperature anomalies over48

Eurasia, which are typically accompanied by anticyclonic circulation anomalies over the49

Ural Mountains (Luo et al. 2016; Mori et al. 2019). Together, these metrics represent50

the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern, the primary focus of this study. In the region,51

a range of relevant mechanisms have been proposed as evidence that sea-ice forced52

changes in atmospheric circulation cool the midlatitudes. Proposed processes include53

weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex by vertical wave fluxes over regions of sea-54

ice loss (Kim et al. 2014), weakening of thermal wind by a reduced equator-to-pole55

temperature gradient (Yao et al. 2017), disruptions in tropospheric zonal-mean zonal56

wind by planetary-scale Rossby waves (Honda et al. 2009; Francis and Vavrus 2012;57

Francis and Vavrus 2015), and the alteration of meridional potential vorticity gradients58

(Luo et al. 2018; Luo et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2020). However, atmospheric circulation59

variability (most notably, Ural blocking) has also been shown to independently drive60

both Eurasian temperature and sea-ice anomalies, highlighted in both observation-based61

studies (Gong and Luo 2017; Luo et al. 2017; Sorokina et al. 2016; Tyrlis et al. 2019) and62

model experiments (Peings 2019; Liu et al. 2022). Accordingly, the chain of causality63

among the co-varying regional anomalies remains unclear, and studies-to-date remain64

divided on the existence and strength of a forced response to sea-ice loss (Barnes and65

Screen 2015; Cohen et al. 2020).66

The source of the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern is further obscured by67

apparent discrepancies between climate models and observations. Fully coupled climate68

change simulations generally show weak midlatitude responses to sea-ice loss and are69

unable to reproduce the observed prolonged period of historical Eurasian cooling (Sun70

et al. 2016; Boland et al. 2017; Ogawa et al. 2018). This model-observation discrepancy71

has been attributed to internal climate variability (Blackport and Screen 2021), as well72

as to systematic underestimates by models of the variability in Eurasian temperatures73

associated with sea ice loss (Mori et al. 2019; Smith et al. 2022). From a probabilistic74

viewpoint, these explanations need not be mutually exclusive; anthropogenic sea-ice75

loss and internal variability can both be important factors that affect the likelihood of76

prolonged Eurasian cooling (Outten et al. 2023).77

Beyond simulations from freely running coupled models, targeted perturbation78
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experiments can be used to isolate midlatitude responses to sea-ice loss. Yet, the results79

of these experiments are highly dependent on study design, such as the location of80

prescribed sea-ice loss (i.e, pan-Arctic vs. regional; Nishii et al. 2011; Screen 2017),81

inclusion of a dynamic ocean (Deser et al. 2016), or the vertical resolution of the climate82

model being used, which may impact stratosphere-troposphere coupling (Sun et al.83

2015). Separating the forced response to Arctic climate change from internal variability84

also requires simulating many ensemble members, which entails high computational85

costs (Liang et al. 2020; Peings et al. 2021). Most importantly, observational studies are86

constrained by the relatively short length of the reliable satellite record, and empirical87

evaluations of these observations often lack attributions of causality that could be88

compared with climate model experiments (Liang et al. 2021).89

This study seeks to identify and quantify causal pathways in the Warm Arctic-90

Cold Eurasia Pattern. To achieve this goal, we use a statistical causal inference91

method (Runge et al. 2019), which has enabled more robust quantification of two-92

way Arctic-midlatitude interactions in recent observational studies (Kretschmer et al.93

2016; Siew et al. 2020). To address challenges of model-observation discrepancy, we94

expand this technique’s application with a like-for-like comparison of causal effects,95

inferred separately, for both observations and model output, which has yet to be96

conducted. We additionally support our causal effect quantification with linear97

convolution theory, which isolates the transient climate response to the time history of98

midlatitude circulation in each data source. Our flexible approach thus resolves several99

key barriers to scientific understanding of the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern. First,100

we infer causal effects without relying on targeted perturbation experiments, enabling101

direct model-observation comparison. Second, we utilize the efficiency of our method102

to analyze a fully coupled large ensemble, separating forced responses from internal103

variability. Finally, we calculate transient responses to the time history of causal drivers,104

and in doing so reveal the dependence of Arctic-midlatitude connections on different105

mean climate states.106

2. Methods107

We quantify Arctic-midlatitude linkages in observations provided by the NASA Global108

Modeling and Assimilation Office’s latest reanalysis product, MERRA-2 (Gelaro et109

al. 2017). These linkages are compared with fully coupled model output from the110

CESM2 Large Ensemble (CESM2-LE, Rodgers et al. 2021), which simulates historical111

climate change in one hundred ensemble members. By applying our investigation across112

ensemble members, we can analyze forced climate responses (the ensemble mean),113

internal variability (the ensemble spread), and the degree to which observed historical114

trends lie within simulated internal variability. Lastly, we compare MERRA-2 reanalysis115

with the latest European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF)116

reanalysis, ERA-5 (Hersbach et al. 2019), ensuring that our results are robust to the117

choice of observational data source.118
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2.1. Regional Trend Assessment119

Following Blackport and Screen (2020), our analysis focuses on the 1988-2012 period,120

known as a pronounced interval of wintertime Eurasian cooling. In Section 3.1,121

linear trends in 1988-2012 winter (DJF) climate are calculated with an ordinary least122

squares approach for five spatially aggregated climate indices associated with the Warm123

Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern: Barents-Kara sea-ice extent (65◦-85◦N,10◦-90◦E), Eurasia124

near-surface air temperature (T2m, 40
◦-60◦N, 60◦-120◦E), Ural sea-level pressure (55◦-125

70◦N,40◦-90◦E), stratospheric polar vortex strength ([u10], 60◦-80◦N), and the phase126

of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The first four variables follow the regional127

definitions used in Blackport and Screen (2021) and are shown with black polygons in128

Fig. 1. The NAO time series is calculated by projecting sea-level pressure anomalies in129

each gridcell onto the the first empirical orthogonal function mode of December–March130

sea-level pressure for the 65◦-85◦N,85◦W-60◦E domain (Peings 2019). The NAO is a131

prominent large-scale mode of climate variability in our region of interest, tracking the132

strength of the sea-level pressure dipole associated with Icelandic Low and the Azores133

High. For each variable, we test whether trends are significantly different from zero (5%134

level) using a two-sided t-test.135

In Section 3.3, trends in Barents-Kara sea ice and Central Eurasian temperature136

are calculated in a similar manner, using weekly December-March anomalies. Due to137

differences in the temporal resolution and seasonal range of these time series, the trend138

magnitudes differ slightly from those referenced in Section 3.1 for the same regions.139

2.2. PCMCI Algorithm140

The PCMCI algorithm (Runge et al. 2019) is applied in Section 3.2 to identify robust141

causal relationships underlying the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern. The algorithm142

is characterized by a two-step causal discovery procedure: the PC-stable causality test143

(named after its creators, Peter Spirtes and Clark Glymour; Spirtes et al. 2000), followed144

by the Momentary Conditional Independence (MCI) test (Runge et al. 2019). Section145

2.2.1 describes the first step, and Section 2.2.2 describes the second step. Statistical146

significance assessment in PCMCI is described in Section 2.2.3. The Tigramite coding147

and graphics package for PCMCI (https://jakobrunge.github.io/tigramite/) is148

used to produce the data discussed in Section 3.2 and the causal network visualizations149

in Fig. 2.150

One hundred distinct causal networks are constructed for each CESM2-LE ensemble151

member (historical simulations) and MERRA-2 reanalysis (observations), using five152

input time series spanning 1988-2012. To address signal intermittency in the short153

observational record, we apply a bootstrapping procedure (Siew et al. 2020) that154

generates one hundred observation-based time series samples to accompany the one155

hundred CESM2 ensemble members. The MERRA-2 bootstrap samples consist of156

twenty-four randomly selected years from the reanalysis period (with replacement).157

Before input to PCMCI, daily time series variables are linearly detrended and158
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standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation for each159

day in the annual cycle. Then, the daily anomalies are downsampled to weekly averages.160

2.2.1. PC-Stable PC-stable identifies a set of potential causal drivers for each variable,161

x, in the causal network using a series of iterative correlation calculations. In iteration162

one, every possible time-lagged linear autocorrelation and cross-correlation, from τ=1163

to τ = τmax (twelve weeks), is calculated as:164

ρ(Xi(t− τ), Xj(t)) (1)

where ρ is the Pearson correlation coefficient, τ is a time lag (weeks), and Xi(t− τ) are165

lagged time series with a potential causal influence on Xj(t). Contemporaneous links166

are not considered. If the value of ρ is found to be not significantly different from zero,167

Xi(t− τ) is eliminated from the set of potential causal drivers of Xj(t).168

In iteration two, the correlations are re-calculated for the remaining potential169

drivers as:170

ρ(Xi(t− τ), Xj(t))|Z1) (2)

where Z1 ̸= Xi(t−τ) is the auto or cross-link with the strongest unconditional correlation171

with Xj(t) in Eqn. 1. The vertical line in Eqn. 2 denotes removing the linear influence172

of Z1 from both Xi(t− τ) and Xj(t) and testing the correlation between their residuals.173

If Z1 makes the formerly significant link insignificant, the two variables are said to174

be conditionally independent, and the link is subsequently removed. This process is175

repeated over n iterations by adding an increasingly stringent number of conditions,176

Z2, Z3, ... , Zn to the partial correlation tests until no more links can be removed. The177

PC-algorithm finishes when it converges to a final set of significant links for each variable,178

which are defined as the “parents” of each variable: P(Xj(t)).179

2.2.2. MCI In the second step of the PCMCI algorithm, the MCI test, the full set180

of lagged autocorrelations and cross-correlations is calculated a final time, using each181

variable’s parents identified in step one as a single conditioning set:182

ρ(Xi(t− τ), Xj(t)|P̂(Xj(t)),P(Xi(t− τ))) (3)

where P̂(Xj(t)) are the parents of , Xj(t), excluding Xi(t−τ), and P(Xi(t−τ))) are the183

parents of Xi(t− τ). The final set of significant links identified in Eqn. 3 are considered184

the causes of Xj(t), shown for our system of interest in Fig. 2. This designation is based185

on the causal Markov condition, which states that Xj is independent of all network186

variables, except Xj’s effects, when conditioned on the causes of Xj (Spirtes et al.187

2000).188
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2.2.3. Significance When assessing linear partial correlation strength (e.g., ρ in Eqns.189

1-3), we apply a statistical significance threshold, α, to define the range of acceptable190

p-values for rejecting the null hypothesis of conditional independence. For our test191

statistic, α thus represents the probability of a Type 1 error, or the expected rate192

of false positives. However, iterative causal discovery procedures, such as PC-stable,193

consist of repetitive testing, which may affect the rate of false positives. In numerical194

validations of PC-stable, for instance, combined false positive rates are typically much195

lower than those expected from individual significance tests (Runge 2018). The two-step196

approach of PCMCI serves to address this repetitive testing issue.197

First, PC-stable is conducted for a range of large significance thresholds, where198

hyperparameter α = [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4]. The significant links identified for each value of199

α are used to estimate linear lagged regression models, which are compared using the200

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The choice of α associated with the minimum AIC201

value defines the parents of each variable in PC-stable, P(Xj(t)) (Eqns. 1-2). In the202

subsequent MCI tests, the constant conditioning set of Eqn. 3 is able to avoid the203

sequential testing issue of PC-stable, and α can return to a stricter, robustly defined204

threshold, with α=0.01 (1%) used in this study. Finally, the p-value of every assessed205

link in the MCI tests is adjusted using the Hochberg–Benjamini false discovery rate206

(FDR) control (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). The adjusted p-values are given by:207

q = min(P
m

r
, 1) (4)

where P is the individual link p-value, m is the number of conditional independence tests208

applied with Eqn. 3, and r is the ascending-order rank of P among all tests. Ultimately,209

the significance assessment procedure in PCMCI allows it to achieve high detection210

power, while simultaneously controlling for the number of false positives (Runge et al.211

2019).212

2.3. Climate Response Functions213

A climate response function can be regarded as a quasi-Green’s function, G(τ), which214

we use to describe the hypothetical response of temperature and sea ice to a +1σ215

step increase in Ural sea-level pressure at time lag τ (Section 3.3). In this study, the216

calculation of G(τ) takes place within a causal inference framework, as introduced in217

Pearl (2013) and Runge et al. (2015), and corresponds to the “total causal effect” metric218

described in Kaufman and Feldl (2022).219

After uncovering each variable’s causal predictors with PCMCI, we quantify causal220

effects using a vector autoregressive (VAR) model:221

X(t) =
τmax∑
τ=1

Φ(τ)X(t− τ) + ϵt (5)
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where X is a vector of shape (N, t) containing time series for N variables, Φ is a222

standardized regression coefficient matrix of shape (N,N, τmax), and ϵt is a (N, t) vector223

of white noise errors. An individual regression coefficient, or link coefficient, Φj,i(τ),224

indicates the expected change in variableXj(t) caused by a hypothetical 1σ perturbation225

in Xi(t− τ) with all other variables held constant. τmax refers to the time domain over226

which link coefficients are added. Importantly, Φj,i(τ) = 0 unless Xi(t−τ) causes Xj(t),227

as determined by PCMCI. This key feature of matrix Φ frees the VAR model from228

having to fit negligible parameters, thus allowing it to accommodate a large number of229

variables and time lags.230

The causal inference framework also allows us to account for coupled interactions231

modulating the responses to a step change in a causal network variable. The full set of232

climate response functions G(τ) for a causal network is found by iteratively computing233

matrix products of the coefficient matrices Φ(τ) in Eqn. 5:234

G(τ) =
τ∑

s=1

Φ(s)G(τ − s). (6)

Note that Eqn. 6 shown above is equivalent to Eqn. 6 in Kaufman and Feldl (2022),235

except total causal effect TCE(τ) is redefined as G(τ) to emphasize its mathematical236

resemblance to Green’s functions, which is relevant for the linear convolutions conducted237

in Section 3.3. G(τ) can be further decomposed into Green’s functions for individual238

pairs of driver and response variables, which is accomplished by restricting Φ to the239

specific causal pathways that connect them. In Section 3.3, we isolate Green’s functions240

for the Eurasian temperature and Barents-Kara sea-ice response to a Ural sea-level241

pressure anomaly.242

3. Results243

3.1. Divergent Midlatitude Trends244

Regional trends associated with the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern are shown in245

Fig. 1 for boreal winter (DJF), highlighting key similarities and differences between246

MERRA-2 and CESM2-LE. Observed and modeled trends both exhibit Arctic sea-ice247

loss in marginal ice zones (Fig. 1a,b) and Arctic-amplified warming below 850 hPa248

(red contours, Fig. 1e,f). The Barents-Kara Sea experiences the largest regional sea-249

ice loss in both cases, featuring an observed trend of -1.5 × 105 km2 per decade and250

smaller simulated trends of -0.74 ±0.59 × 105 km2 per decade. Beyond Arctic surface251

climate, large model-observation discrepancies become apparent. Over central Eurasia252

(solid black polygon, Fig. 1c,d), observations feature a significant cooling trend of -1.3253

◦C per decade (Fig. 1c), whereas simulations feature near-surface warming throughout254

the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1d). Over the Ural mountain region (dashed black255

polygon, Fig. 1c,d) observations feature a prominent positive sea-level pressure trend256
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of 5.0 hPa per decade (green contours, Fig. 1c), whereas simulations feature a range of257

positive and negative sea-level pressure trends, with negligible changes in the ensemble258

mean (-0.27±1.4 hPa per decade, Fig. 1d). In the stratosphere, observations indicate a259

secondary polar warming peak aloft and a corresponding weakening of the polar vortex,260

where polar-cap averaged [u10] decreases by -4.7 m s−1 per decade (Fig. 1e). Neither of261

these features are apparent in the CESM2-LE ensemble mean, where circulation trends262

associated with the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern are absent (Fig. 1f). Fig. S1263

shows the trends in winter climate in ERA-5 reanalysis.264

3.2. A Robust Causal Driver of the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern265

For reanalysis and each CESM2-LE ensemble member, we construct causal networks266

from the five aforementioned 1988-2012 time series (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2), which highlight267

drivers of the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern. The causal links identified by the268

PCMCI algorithm are given by the lagged, linear correlations that remain significant269

after controlling for indirect mediators, common drivers, and autocorrelation (memory).270

We evaluate relationships amongst detrended anomalies at lags of one to twelve weeks,271

accommodating both the shorter timescale of atmospheric variability and the longer272

timescale of sea-ice variability. Lastly, we restrict correlation calculations to the273

months of September-March, encompassing the seasons of maximum Arctic sea-ice loss274

(early fall) and the active Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern (winter). This masking275

step accounts for the seasonal dependence of sea-ice variability and any causal effects276

associated with it.277

The causal networks identify two significant causal relationships as remarkably278

robust in both models and observations, appearing in 99-100% of MERRA-2 bootstrap279

samples (Fig. 2a) and CESM2-LE ensemble members (Fig. 2b). Both links are associated280

with anomalies in Ural sea-level pressure (Node 2.), which predict opposite-signed281

anomalies in both Barents-Kara sea-ice extent (2. → 1.) and central Eurasia T2m282

(2. → 3.). The causal links are strongest at a lag of one week, where the average partial283

correlation coefficient (r, link color) between Ural sea-level pressure and Barents-Kara284

sea-ice is -0.35 in both MERRA-2 and CESM2-LE. The lag-1 partial correlations are285

similar between Ural sea-level pressure and central Eurasia T2m, with an r of -0.33 and286

-0.32 for MERRA-2 and CESM2-LE, respectively. Interpreted physically, these two287

robust links indicate that Ural blocking events (positive sea-level pressure anomaly) can288

drive both sea-ice loss (Warm Arctic, 2. → 1.) and midlatitude cooling (Cold Eurasia,289

2. → 3.) on weekly timescales.290

Interestingly, atmospheric responses to Barents-Kara sea-ice anomalies are291

comparatively weak and intermittent. In MERRA-2, Ural blocking anomalies are292

caused by Barents-Kara sea-ice loss (1. → 2.) at lags of seven to ten weeks (r = -293

0.21 at lag-10), but this relationship is only detected in 37% of MERRA-2 bootstrap294

samples. Barents-Kara sea-ice loss also predicts a negative NAO phase in MERRA-2295

(1. → 4.), but this signal is similarly intermittent, being featured in 42% of MERRA-2296
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a b

c d

e f

Figure 1: a-b, Trends in Arctic sea-ice concentration (red and blue contours, % per

decade) and the climatological DJF sea-ice concentration over the 1988-2012 time period

(5% contour, green). c-d, Trends in near-surface air temperature (red and blue contours,
◦C per decade) and sea-level pressure (green contours, hPa per decade), displayed in

intervals of 1.5 hPa from -6 to 6 (zero omitted), with dashed and solid contours indicating

negative and positive values, respectively. e-f, Vertical profiles of zonal mean trends in

temperature (red and blue contours, ◦C per decade) and zonal wind (black contours,

m s−1 per decade), displayed in intervals of 1 m s−1 from -7.5 to 7.5, with dashed and

solid contours shown as in c-d. The dashed black polygon indicates the Ural blocking

region (c-d); the solid black polygons indicate the Barents-Kara Sea region (a-b) and

central Eurasia region (c-d). The statistical significance and ensemble spread in spatially

aggregated trends are shown in Fig. S3.
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bootstrap samples. Neither causal link is present in CESM2-LE. Furthermore, while297

causal networks highlight slackened stratospheric winds as a response to anomalously298

meridional flow in the troposphere (2. → 5., Fig. 2a,b; 4. → 5., Fig. 2a), direct299

causal links between the polar vortex and Barents-Kara sea-ice extent are nearly non-300

existent (1. → 5.). These weak atmospheric responses to sea-ice loss were also found301

in sensitivity tests with monthly time stepping intervals, as well as when changing the302

averaging region used to define the Barents-Kara Sea (not shown). The reanalysis303

results are consistent with a similar causal network analysis of Kretschmer et al. (2016),304

who identified two-way causality between Barents-Kara sea-ice extent and Ural sea-level305

pressure in observations at the sub-seasonal time scale. However, we additionally find306

that the causal effect of sea ice is intermittent (based on bootstrap resampling) and307

not captured in corresponding historical simulations. This difference is notable given308

the large discrepancy in Ural sea-level pressure trends in CESM2-LE and MERRA-2309

(Fig. 1c,d; Fig. S3), which we examine further in the following section.310

Our causal network analysis can thus be summarized as follows. Positive Ural sea-311

level pressure anomalies (Ural blocking) are a robust atmospheric driver of the Warm312

Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern in both observations (Fig. 2a) and models (Fig. 2b). In313

observations, a smaller subset of time samples suggest a two-way interaction (Fig. 2a),314

whereby Ural blocking mediates a Eurasian cooling response to sea-ice loss. These results315

indicate that Ural blocking variability is the most likely source of the model-observation316

discrepancy in historical Eurasian cooling (Fig. 1c,d).317

3.3. The Transient Response to Ural Blocking318

We next assess how historical trends in Barents-Kara sea ice and Eurasian temperature319

depend on the time history of Ural blocking. This component of our analysis advances320

the use of linear convolution theory, whereby the transient response of variable Y to321

forcing F can be estimated as the convolution of a Green’s Function G(τ) with the time322

history of the forcing, assuming the response is linear:323

Ŷ (t) ≈
τmax∑
τ=1

G(τ)F (t− τ)∆τ. (7)

For our application, Green’s Function G(τ) is the step-response of Y to a one324

standard deviation perturbation in Ural sea-level pressure at time lag τ (weeks), and325

Ŷ (t) is the transient response to the time history of Ural sea-level pressure F (t − τ).326

When derived from model perturbation experiments or lagged linear regressions, G(τ)327

has been described as a climate response function (Marshall et al. 2014; Kostov et al.328

2018; Rye et al. 2020). Here, we derive G(τ) from our causal inference framework,329

where it represents the total causal effect of a hypothetical +1σ anomaly in Ural sea-330

level pressure.331

The G(τ) step responses to Ural sea-level pressure are shown in Fig. 3 for Eurasia332

T2m (Fig. 3a) and Barents-Kara sea ice (Fig. 3b). The Eurasian cooling response to a333
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4. North Atlantic Oscillation
5. Polar Vortex Strength ([u10])

1. Barents-Kara Sea Ice
2. Ural Sea-Level Pressure
3. Central Eurasia T2m

MERRA-2a CESM2-LEb

Figure 2: Time-lagged causal links between Barents-Kara Sea ice, Ural sea-level

pressure, Central Eurasia 2m air temperature, NAO Phase, and polar vortex strength

([u10]). Potential causal relationships are evaluated by the PCMCI algorithm over

lags of one to twelve weeks for the 1988-2012 period in the months of September-March.

Arrows denote the direction and strength of causal links deemed significant at the α=.01

level. Arrow thickness indicates the frequency of link detection among the one hundred

bootstrap samples from MERRA-2 (a) and one hundred CESM2-LE ensemble members

(b), with the thickest arrows appearing in 99-100% of samples. Arrow color indicates

the average partial correlation coefficient at the time lag with the largest signal; specific

lags associated with each link are described in Section 3. Node color indicates the first-

order autocorrelation coefficient associated with each variable.

Ural blocking anomaly peaks at τ = 1 week, with values of -3.1 ◦C for MERRA-2 and334

-2.3 ◦C for the CESM2-LE ensemble mean, before gradually decaying to zero by τ =335

7 weeks. Barents-Kara sea ice also decreases in response to Ural blocking, with a τ =336

2 weeks peak of -0.28 × 105 km2 in MERRA-2 and a τ = 1 week peak of -0.24 × 105337

km2 for the CESM2-LE ensemble mean. In both datasets, the sea-ice response persists338

over a longer time period than the temperature response, consistent with the longer339

decorrelation length scale of sea-ice anomalies (node color, Fig. 2). The MERRA-2340

responses to a step increase in Ural sea-level pressure are larger than the CESM2-341

LE ensemble mean, but still well within the ensemble spread, indicating a qualitative342

similarity (compare black and blue curves, Fig. 3a,b).343

Despite the similar step responses, observed and simulated Ural sea-level pressure344

time histories (Fig. 3c) exhibit large differences. Over the entire historical period (1920-345

2012), there is a 48% chance of observing a positive 24-year trend in wintertime Ural346

sea-level pressure in CESM2-LE (blue histogram, Fig. 3c), but only a 0.14% chance347

of observing a positive trend as large as the 5.0 hPa per decade trend seen in 1988-348
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2012 observations (vertical dashed line, Fig. 3c). This low probability suggests an349

inherent inability of CESM2 to accurately simulate the observed sea-level pressure trend.350

Additionally, even if models and observations have a similar sensitivity to Ural blocking,351

their transient response to the Ural blocking time histories can be quite different. This352

difference will become apparent when the Green’s functions (Fig. 3a,b) are convolved353

with the Ural blocking time histories (Fig. 3c).354

a b c

Figure 3: a-b G(τ), the estimated response of Central Eurasia T2m and Barents-Kara

sea ice to a hypothetical +1σ step increase in Ural sea-level pressure at lags of one

to twelve weeks. Response functions are shown with thin blue lines for one hundred

individual CESM2-LE ensemble members, thick blue lines for the CESM2-LE ensemble

mean, and dashed black lines for MERRA-2 reanalysis. c Probability distribution of

24-year trends in winter (DJF) Ural sea-level pressure (hPa per decade) over the entire

historical period in CESM2-LE (1920-2012, blue histogram). The 1988-2012 Ural sea-

level pressure trend from MERRA-2 is shown with a dashed vertical line for comparison.

Applying Eqn. 7 to the quantities in Fig. 3 yields the transient response of Eurasian355

temperature and Barents-Kara sea ice to the time history of Ural blocking (Fig. 4). As356

previously noted, the observed winter trend in Central Eurasia temperature is one of357

cooling (-1.0 ◦C per decade, black line, Fig. 4a), and the ensemble mean simulated358

trend is one of warming (0.80 ◦C per decade, thick blue line, Fig. 4a). These divergent359

midlatitude trends can be reconciled by distinct transient temperature responses to Ural360

blocking. Specifically, in observations, Eurasia cools strongly, by -1.9 ◦C per decade, in361

response to Ural blocking (black curve, Fig. 4b). By contrast, the wide range of Ural362

sea-level pressure trends in CESM2-LE (Fig. 3c) produce both negative and positive363

temperature responses (thin blue curves, Fig. 4b), with a weak positive response in the364

ensemble mean (0.13 ◦C per decade, thick blue curve, Fig. 4b). Once the transient effects365

of Ural blocking are removed, both observed and simulated Eurasian temperature trends366

feature a remarkably similar warming signal: 0.89 and 0.67 ◦C per decade in MERRA-2367

and the CESM2-LE ensemble mean, respectively (Fig. 4c). We interpret these warming368

signals as the trend due to anthropogenic forcing, which, for observations, was masked369

in Fig. 4a by the abnormally large Ural sea-level pressure trend.370

Unlike Eurasian temperature, models and observations agree that 1988-2012 winter371
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sea-ice retreat occurred in the Barents-Kara sea, as previously shown in Fig. 1a,b.372

However, the observed December-March trend in sea-ice extent (-1.4 × 105 km2 per373

decade, black curve, Fig. 4d) is larger than in the CESM2-LE ensemble mean (-0.67374

× 105 km2 per decade, blue curves, Fig. 4d). Here too, accounting for the transient375

response to Ural blocking helps to bring models and observations into agreement.376

MERRA-2 features the largest transient response to Ural blocking (-0.74 × 105 km2 per377

decade, Fig. 4e), which explains half of the observed 1988-2012 winter trend. CESM2-378

LE has a negligible transient response to Ural blocking in the ensemble mean. When379

the effect of Ural blocking is removed, observed and simulated trends in sea-ice loss380

are similar (-0.65 and -0.72 × 105 km2 per decade; Fig. 4f). This similarity implies381

that the larger sea-ice loss trend in observations (Fig. 4d) can be attributed to the Ural382

blocking trend (Fig. 4e). In other words, the large positive Ural sea-level pressure trend383

in MERRA-2 (Fig. 3c) amplified observed 1988-2012 Barents-Kara sea-ice loss.384

Y (t) ˆY (t) Y (t) � ˆY (t)

CEU – T2m

BK – ICE

a b c

d e f

Figure 4: a-c Time series of Central Eurasia T2m in CESM2-LE (blue) and MERRA-

2 (black), shown as weekly December-March anomalies relative to the 1988-2012

climatology. The left column (Y (t), a) shows observed and simulated trends, while the

middle column ( ˆY (t), b) shows the transient response to the time history of Ural sea-

level pressure. The right column shows the difference (Y (t) - ˆY (t), c), representing the

temperature trends with the effects of Ural blocking variability removed. d-f The same

as a-c, but for 1988-2012 time series of Barents-Kara Sea Ice. For ease of visualization,

a 12-month rolling mean is applied to the weekly temperature anomalies (a-c) and a

2-month rolling mean is applied to the weekly sea-ice anomalies (d-f).
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It is important to note that the transient Eurasian temperature responses to Ural385

blocking ( ˆY (t), Fig. 4b) are initially calculated assuming that the atmospheric forcing386

is independent from background sea-ice trends. This assumption is consistent with the387

causal links identified in CESM2 historical simulations (Fig. 2b), which only indicate a388

causal effect of Ural blocking on Barents-Kara sea-ice extent, not vice-versa. However,389

observations feature bi-directional causality between sea ice and Ural sea-level pressure390

(Fig. 2a). Accordingly, we further calculate the transient response of Ural sea-level391

pressure to sea-ice changes in MERRA-2, and subtract it from the sea-level pressure392

forcing time series, F (t). This adjustment, shown with the dotted curve in Fig. 5a,393

reveals that as much as 80% of the observed Ural sea-level pressure trend is explained394

by the causal effect of sea-ice loss, which is only found in observations. The transient395

Eurasian temperature response to Ural sea-level pressure in MERRA-2 can thus be396

calculated for both the cooling response to the total trend (solid black curve, Fig. 4b,397

Fig. 5b) and the smaller cooling response to the forcing independent of sea-ice changes398

(dotted curve, Fig. 5b). Comparing the two curves shows that the majority of the399

total cooling response in MERRA-2 is explained by the indirect effect of sea-ice loss.400

The smaller, remaining cooling that is independent of sea-ice loss (-.40 ◦C per decade) is401

within the ensemble spread of simulated CESM2-LE responses to Ural sea-level pressure402

(.13 ± .58 ◦C per decade, blue curves, Fig. 4b) and thus consistent with internal403

variability.404

ˆY (t)

CEU – T2m

a b

SLP – URAL

F (t)
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Figure 5: Sea-ice impacts on the transient temperature response to Ural blocking

variability in MERRA-2 reanalysis. Time series of Ural sea-level pressure (F (t), a) and

Central Eurasia T2m ( ˆY (t), b), displayed as anomalies as in Fig. 4, but for MERRA-2

reanalysis only. The solid curve in a (Total) is the observed Ural sea-level pressure

trend and the dotted curve is the trend that remains after subtracting the causal effect

of 1988-2012 Barents-Kara sea-ice loss. The corresponding curves in b are transient

responses of Central Eurasia T2m to each forcing time series F (t). Note that the solid

curve in b is identical to the solid black curve in Fig. 4b.
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4. Summary and Discussion405

We use a causal inference algorithm to identify a common atmospheric driver of406

the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern: Both Barents-Kara sea-ice loss and Central407

Eurasian cooling are caused by positive anomalies in Ural sea-level pressure on weekly408

timescales. Observed sea-ice loss itself also intermittently affects Ural sea-level pressure409

(a two-way interaction), but the signal associated with this causal pathway is absent in410

a set of fully coupled large ensemble simulations. Second, we show that the observed411

positive trend in Ural sea-level pressure was abnormally large between the winters of412

1988 and 2012, lying outside the distribution of simulated variability. The transient413

response to this Ural blocking trend produced a midlatitude cooling tendency that414

temporarily masked the long-term warming trend, whilst simultaneously amplifying415

the rate of anthropogenic sea-ice loss. These results highlight the importance of both416

anthropogenic sea-ice loss and atmospheric variability for assessing the likelihood of417

opposing temperature trends in the Arctic and midlatitudes.418

While we consider our analysis and findings to be robust, there are potential419

uncertainties arising from statistical choices and assumptions that should be420

acknowledged. First, our analysis focuses on the 1988-2012 time period, when421

particularly large Eurasian cooling was observed. This approach has been used in prior422

studies (Cohen et al. 2012; Overland et al. 2015; Outten et al. 2023), but caution should423

still be used when extrapolating our conclusions to different time periods. Second,424

our study uses a single climate model, the CESM2 large ensemble, even though the425

strength of Arctic-midlatitude connections likely varies across coupled models (Smith426

et al. 2022). Despite this caveat, our use of a large ensemble offers its own advantage of427

enabling the separation of forced responses from internal variability. Finally, the results428

of causal inference analysis can be sensitive to the choice of the variables considered429

in the causal network and the assumption of linear relationships among them. We430

are encouraged by the qualitative similarity between the Arctic-midlatitude connections431

identified in MERRA-2 reanalysis (our study) and the connections identified in ERA-432

interim reanalysis by Kretschmer et al. (2016), despite differences in the input variables433

considered. Furthermore, we believe linearity provides a good first-order approximation434

of causal relationships over the short time periods considered here.435

Our analysis builds upon the prior causal inference studies that highlight436

intermittent, two-way interactions between Barents-Kara sea-ice extent and midlatitude437

circulation (Kretschmer et al. 2016; Kretschmer et al. 2020; Siew et al. 2020). In spite of438

this intermittency, we identify an atmospheric driver of the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia439

pattern that is robust across climate states in both models and observations. This440

key role of Ural blocking is consistent with the mechanisms identified in a variety of441

targeted model experiments. For instance, Ural blocking anomalies imposed in an442

otherwise stable climate produce temperature anomalies consistent with the Warm443

Arctic-Cold Eurasia pattern, as well as a weakened stratospheric polar vortex (Peings444

2019) . This circulation pattern shapes the midlatitude storm track in a manner that445
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favors moist intrusions into the Barents-Kara sea, where anomalous poleward eddy446

fluxes lead to sea-ice melt in winter (Woods and Caballero 2016; Luo et al. 2017).447

Meanwhile, Ural blocking simultaneously promotes cold-air outbreaks along its eastern448

flank, leading to cooling over Eurasia. Our causal networks show that Ural blocking449

impacts also extend to the upper atmosphere, weakening stratospheric winds, with450

minimal contributions from sea-ice loss. Unlike the bottom heavy warming signal451

associated with sea-ice loss, moist energy transport from lower latitudes, including452

intrusions promoted by Ural blocking, tend to cause more vertically extensive Arctic453

warming (Feldl et al. 2020; Kaufman and Feldl 2022) and a weakened polar vortex454

(Cardinale et al. 2021). Consistent with this dynamical pathway, Eurasian cooling does455

occur in model experiments with deep tropospheric warming in the Arctic (He et al.456

2020; Labe et al. 2020).457

Though Ural blocking variability is clearly central in driving Warm Arctic-Cold458

Eurasia Pattern, internal variability may not be the dominant cause of the observed459

Eurasian cooling period; we also identify an important role for sea-ice loss in modulating460

the impacts of Ural blocking in MERRA-2 reanalysis. The mechanism for this461

secondary effect is not immediately apparent in our causal networks, but a recent462

study has suggested that low sea-ice conditions result in more persistent polar vortex463

warming after a Ural blocking event, which feeds back onto atmospheric conditions464

in the North Atlantic (Peings et al. 2023). A key priority for future work is to465

ascertain why this coupling between Barents-Kara sea-ice extent and Ural blocking466

is not captured in CESM2-LE historical simulations, as demonstrated by our model-467

observation comparison. One possibility is highlighted by the Polar Amplification Model468

Intercomparison Project (PAMIP), which found that climate models are systematically469

biased in their representation of the midlatitude eddy momentum feedback, weakening470

their simulated circulation response to sea-ice loss (Smith et al. 2022). Since the PAMIP471

experimental framework focused exclusively on the consequences of Pan-Arctic sea-ice472

loss, it remains unclear how much this bias characterizes the dynamics of the smaller473

sub-region comprising the Warm Arctic-Cold Eurasia Pattern, and further, regionally474

targeted investigations are needed. Our causal analysis will provide an essential roadmap475

for designing these future analyses, bridging the gap between models and observations.476
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